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Why would a collaborative project be relevant and necessary?Because collaboration provides opportunities for learners and teachers
to&nbsp;build an environment where both learners and teachers teach and learn
from each other equally.

What would students and teachers achieve to do and understand through collaborative projects both in class and online?Both
learners and teachers learn and understand the importance of interaction, dialogue and debate as a means to co-construct
knowledge and understsnding about issues of concern.In addition, they learn and understand how to support their&nbsp;literacy
practices in collaboration with others,&nbsp;improve their interaction between student to student and student to teachers, and value
and build the foundations for the need to include ICT resources in language pedagogy that helps to create active learning both in
claass and online.

How will learners and teachers collaborate in class and online?Through collaborative inquiry, Wells (1999),by
making&nbsp;agreements,managing conflicts,completing tasks,processing information,working to&nbsp;solve problems or
concerns,creating a product in joint activity and in collaboration with others,communicating to one another and connecting at any time
and any place.Srinivas (cited in Pallof & Pratt 2005).How will each of you be accountable? and How will you assess your own
participation?When working in groups, it is helpful to establish rules and expectations at the very beginning of the semester. These
are ways of communication, sharing of responsibiliites, accountability which refers to what you value in terms of team participation,
so, agreements should be made.A team charter serves as an agreement or contract among members, so it is necessary to outline
how learners will interact together by determining the roles each member will play in the collborative activity, and creating benchmarks
and deadlines for the completion and submission of collaborative work.&nbsp;In order to make your group work successful, all group
members must agree to accept the norms established by the group. As your group is forming, reach consensus on the following items
and post your group's charter to the main discussion board in ning:How will your group identify itself?How will the group
communicate? Through a forum, a discussion board, e-mail etc.What day during the&nbsp;week will the discussion begin?How
quickly should group members be expected to respond to e-mails or discussion board postings?What roles or duties will each person
in the group perform?Who is responsible for posting group responses to the main discussion board?How will the group handle a
member who is not participating?Discuss any other topics that are unique to your group.

Two considerations regarding evaluation:&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp;Students self-assessment is a critical component of performance in an
online course containing collaborative activity. Your&nbsp;perceptions of the value of the collaborative activity you experience are
critically important in determining the activites success or failure.&nbsp;If you document your perceptions of the contributions you
&nbsp;are making to the ongoing exchange of ideas, you may learn an enormous amount about the conditions and behaviors that
make discussions succesful.&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp;The emphasis in evaluation should be on the learning generated by

the activity.Resources to assess and evaluate collaborative inquiry and work are provided below.

Category and Score

Beginning 1 point

Developing 2 points

Very Good 3 points

Outstanding 4 points

Score

Teamwork

Only one person
presented. Unlcear team
roles.

Clear team roles but
unequal contributions.

Clear roles, equal
contributions.

Clear roles, balanced
contributions, good
transitions between
presenters.

4/4

PresentationStyle/
Delivery

No introduction or
overview. Poor style
(disorganized, difficult to
follow). Went above or
below page limits.

Appropriate introduction
to topic but opinions
expressed inadequately
or vaguely. Barely met
page limits.

Generally good delivery,
presents arguments or
opinions in a convincing
manner.

Excellent style, involving
matching written and
nonverbal styles
(graphics). Creative and
imaginative.

4/4

Information/Content

Does not have grasp of
information, opinions
stated but not supported
by information. For
second presentation: no
discussion on search
tools chosen to fullfill the
task. Did not rank Web
sites according to
reliability.

Incorporates few facts or
littles information to
support ideas or
opinions. For second
presentation: search
engines or other tools
only cursorily
mentioneed. Gave a
brief listing of rankings.

Demonstrates grasp of
knowledge. Incorporates
ample hints or stategies.
For second
presentation: mentioned
the specific search tools
used and why. Gave a
full listing of rankings.

Complete and accurate
presentation of
important, related
strategies of facts. Good
use of technical or
subject vocabulary. For
second presentation:
Provided several
reseanms for using
selected databases or
search engines.
Provided reasons for the
ranking of topic Web
sites.

4/4

Total Score

At the end of the semester, learners and teachers should be able to evalaute their agreements and achievements in order to improve
and strengthen their undserstanding of joint activity for their personal and professional development, as well as, their social and
community's development.

In order to support the development of the stages of collaboration, a few techniques and ICT resources would be useful. &nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp;Some helpful tips for teahcers&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp;1st, explain the importance of collaborative
work (joint activity) both in class and online and how learners will achieve it&nbsp;by modeling collaborative behavior in the course
and online, and by allowing students to negotiate some of the parameters within which they will work with one another and with the
teacher.&nbsp;Why the activity occurs and how it contributes to the learning objectives of the program.&nbsp;2nd, form groups that
are heterogeneous with respect to learning styles, abilities and experiences, but have similar common pratices and interests. 3rd,
allow time for ice-breaking and team-building activities, which allow learners to begin to form a sense of community.&nbsp;4th, give
clear instructions and guidelines regarding the tasks, activities, strategies and resources of communiation that will be used.&nbsp;
Guide the process by letting students know how the teacher (you) will be involved with the process and how the teacher (you) will
guide it: Collaborative inquiry.&nbsp;5th, set reasonable goals and creat an environment for the group to interact and share their work
and learning achievements with the larger community&nbsp;by providing a place to &nbsp;meet and know the parameters of how
they should connect i.e. where do the online activities occcur? For example, a learning management system, a virtual forum and
personal blogs.&nbsp;&nbsp;6th, assess the groups' progress and be available to attend and assist groups and/or individual learners
that are having difficulty. 7th, design evaluation criteria and inlcude peer evaluation.&nbsp;
Evaluate the process by inlcuding some form of evaluation at the closing of any collaborative event or activity both in class and in an
online community. This process allows teachers to gain insights into whether the learning objectives of the tasks and activities were
met and gives students the opportunity to refelct upon their expereinces.&nbsp;&nbsp;
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